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About the Project of Amendments
of the Competition and Consumer Protection Act

Anna Piszcz, A few remarks on the draft assumptions for an Act amending the Act on compe-
tition and consumer protection 
Table of contents:
I. Introduction
II. Inspection in proceedings before the President of the OCCP (Office of Competition and Consumer 

Protection) 
III. Remedies 
IV. No-contest plea 
V. Liability of individuals
VI. Fines
Abstract: The article is concerned with the discussion of some of the issues and suggestions out-
lined in the draft assumptions for an act amending the Act on competition and consumer protec-
tion (ACCP). The draft document was published by the President of the Office of Competition and 
Consumer Protection (OCCP) for consultation in May 2012. First, the author explains the significance 
of the Act on freedom of economic activity for drafting amendments to the provisions in ACCP relating 
to inspections in proceedings before the President of the OCCP. Second, emphasis is laid on some 
issues related to remedies and so-called no-contest plea. Last, the author concentrates on some 
problems related to fines and liability of individuals. 
Key words: public consultations; inspection; order to bring an infringement to an end (cease and 
desist order); settlement; fines

Szymon Syp, The proposed changes in the merger control law – a few remarks on the proposal 
of the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection
Table of contents:
I.  Introductory remarks
II.  Competition policy in 2011-2013 and the merger control
III.  The proposed changes in the merger control law
IV.  Remarks on proposed changes
 1. General remarks
 2. Detailed remarks
V. Summary
Abstract: The article deals with the issue of proposed changes in the merger control law in Poland. 
Due to the fact that the competition authority – the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection 
(OCCP) has officially launched the main objectives of the changes, the author, by describing the 
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basic proposals of changes, confronts them with the previously formulated changes by officials dur-
ing the conferences. In addition, the author describes the proposed changes in relation to the previ-
ously published by the competition authority the Competition policy in 2011-2013. Finally, taking into 
account emerging voices of the practice and academia in terms of the proposed changes, the author 
attempts to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the envisaged solutions. At the conclusion the 
overall assessment of the proposed changes by the OCCP will be presented.
Keywords: control of concentration, changes in the law of merger control, merger control, compe-
tition policy

Małgorzata Sieradzka, Consumer protection instruments in the Competition and Consumer 
Protection Act 2007 – the need for changes?
Table of contents:
I.  Introduction 
II.  The impact of the lack of definition of collective consumer interests on the proceedings with re-

gards to the practices infringing collective consumer interests.
 1. The concept of ‘collective consumer interests’
 2. The search for the right (appropriate) definition of collective consumer interests
III. The importance of the binding decision in the proceedings regarding the practices infringing col-

lective consumer interests.
 1. The nature of the binding decision
 2. Assessment of the proposals for introducing new requirements for the binding decisions 
IV.  The legal nature of the notification regarding the suspicion of conducting practices infringing col-

lective consumer interests.
V.  The illusion of settlement in the proceeding before the President of UOKiK
VI.  Finalization deadlines of the proceeding regarding cases of practices infringing collective consumer 

interests
VII. Summary
Abstract: This paper aims to present in detail those provisions of the Act on competition and con- to present in detail those provisions of the Act on competition and con-
sumer protection which require an urgent change and its justification. This will answer the question 
to what extent and how specifically a revision of the consumer provisions in the Competition and 
Consumer Protection Act of 2007 should proceed. Especially, since the main objectives of the pro-
posed amendments do not include substantive and procedural changes in the consumer provisions, 
but only emphasize that changes in other regulations (which also applies to consumer rules) intend 
to eliminate inconsistencies in interpretation and drafting. 
Key words: consumer protection instruments; collective interests; practices
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Dominik Wolski, Selected issues from the scope of issuing and fulfillment of decisions on 
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Table of contents: 
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II.  The legal basis and course of issuing and fulfillment of conditional decisions on concentration of 
entrepreneurs

III.  Conditions imposed by antimonopoly office
IV.  Fulfillment of condition imposed by antimonopoly office
V.  Conclusions 
Abstract: The subject matter of this article are selected issues regarding issuing and fulfillment of 
conditional decisions on concentration of entrepreneurs. This kind of decision, relatively rare in adju-
dication office practice, however, is particularly interesting. Against this background there were discus-
sed some issues, namely type of conditions (obligations) imposed on entrepreneur by antimonopoly 
office, including criteria used by the President of UOKiK, who should propose application of condi-
tion and its kind as well as to what extend this proposal shall be binding. The last part of the article 
addresses question of responsibility for fulfillment of condition or obligation imposed by the President 
of UOKiK within the set period of time, especially a question of principles on which entrepreneur’s 
responsibility should be based. 
Key words: concentrations of entrepreneurs, conditional decision, conditions, obligations, criteria, 
adjudication practice, fulfillment of condition, responsibility, sanctions

Rafał Stankiewicz, About the need to increase the participation of the third subjects in anti-
-monopoly proceedings
Table of contents:
I.  Introduction
II.  Lack of the entrepreneurs initation of the proceedings in matters of competition-restricting practices
III.  Resignation from the institution of the “interested entity” – step in wrong direction
IV.  Announcement of turning of applying the art. of 31 Code of Administrative Procedure in anti-mo-

nopoly proceedings
V. Summary
Abstract: The presented article is pointing out to the need for the participation of the entities dif-
ferent from the party to the proceedings. Pursuant to the article 88 Antimonopoly Act, the party to 
the proceedings shall be every person against whom the proceedings concerning the application of 
competition-restricting practices are instituted. In the Polish Antimonopoly Act is the lack of provi-
sions creating the access the third parties to proceedings. Differently to the solutions existing in the 
European Union law, competitors and others entrepreneurs possibly harmed by the activity od the 
undertaking that allegedly violated competition law may not participate in the proceedings. 
Keywords: antimonopoly proceedings, party to proceedings, interested entity, third party, social 
organization

Maciej Gac, Competition law compliance programmes – an effective mechanism in creating 
European compliance culture?”
Table of contents:
I. Introduction
II. European Commission and compliance programmes
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 1. French system
 2. British system
IV. Problems, limits and proposed solutions
 1. Model compliance programme and certification system
 2. Mitigation of fines for the enterprises undertaking compliance activities
 3. Unification of national and European policy
V. Compliance programmes and Polish law
VI. Summary 
Abstract:
The goal of this article is to analyze the impact of compliance programmes on the effectiveness of 
the European competition law. The article seeks to answer the fundamental question: whether, and 
if so, under what conditions compliance programmes can contribute to the creation of compliance 
culture in the European competition law. The article makes a comparative analysis of the European 
Commission’s proposal, contained in the document titled „Compliance Matters. What companies can 
do better to respect EU competition rules”, and solutions concerning compliance programmes intro-
duced by French and British competition authorities. The article tries to assess the effectiveness of 
different models of compliance policies and aims to offer practical solutions on the examined issue. 
In addition, the article tries to determine if the introduction of compliance policy would be possible 
under the Polish system of competition law
Keywords: compliance culture; compliance programmes; efficiency; mitigation of fines.

Kamil Ciupak, State aid or not? Legal dilemmas connected with the assessment of public fi-
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 3. Neither fish nor foul – special situation of docks and quays
 4. Sudden change of the winds – decisions in cases of Port Ventspils and Krievu Sala 
IV. Boats, ships and submarines – levels at which the presence of State Aid should be examined in 

case of public financing of port infrastructure
 1. Captain on the bridge – the level of port authorities
 2. Coal to the right, containers to the left – the level of the operators of port infrastructure
 3. A fleet – the level of end users (shipowners, freight-forwarders)
V. Calling at the port – concluding remarks
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Abstract:
Transport by sea plays a vital role for the economy of the European Union. Among all the infrastruc-
ture elements necessary to conduct transport by sea, the port infrastructure (in the wide meaning of 
this term) is of the utmost importance. Its development is often financed form public resources, as it 
is one of the basic duties of a state. However, in practice a borderline between situations, when pub-
lic financing of port infrastructure constitutes State Aid and those in which not all of the criteria laid 
down in Art. 107 (1) TFEU are met and thus such financing is a means of exercising public authority 
by constructing infrastructure open to all potential users, is a ”thin red line”. This is so because cur-
rently there is no act in the EU legal regime (either binding or non-binding) which lays down clear and 
precise rules and standards of assessment of public financing of port infrastructure in two aspects:
1) When does it constitute State Aid according to Art. 107 (1) TFEU?
2) What are the criteria of compatibility of State Aid aimed at the development of port infrastructure 
with the EU internal market?
The present article focuses on the first of the abovementioned questions. However, the question will 
be analysed form the perspective of the kinds of port infrastructure, public financing of which may or 
may not constitute State Aid, and thus not all of the criteria stemming from Art. 107 (1) TFEU will be 
examined. This is so because in practice most difficulties arise in the said area.
Key words: state Aid, non-aid public financing, infrastructure, sea ports. 
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